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ABOUT MÁLAGA 

Málaga enjoys 300 days of sunshine per year. Its
location and its climate conditions are
enviable. Despite having long been considered
only as a summer destination, Málaga is
nowadays making a name for itself in the cultural
and gastronomic world. You might be surprised
to find the native home of the painter Picasso
right next to the impressive Alcazaba and the 1st
century Roman Theatre.
 
As a flat city, Malaga naturally lends itself to easy
wheeling. Apart from a few gentle slopes, most of
the city centre is flat including the long seafront
promenade. Several areas are completely
pedestrianized with smooth surfaces and easy to
navigate for wheelchair users. You will find some
mild cobblestones in a few areas but they do not
pose any major obstacle. Most streets have
dropped kerbs at junctions and crossings so you
don’t have to negotiate a step up or down from
the pavement. The paving has a cobbled effect
giving the surface extra tread for stability (and it’s
non-slip in wet conditions).
 
The city’s bus service is adapted with electric
ramps and space for wheelchair users. In
addition, the local train service and both metro
lines have wheelchair access to the trains
themselves and the platforms via lifts. The
official taxi service offers a good quota of
adapted taxis.
 
In this document we provide information on the
accessibility in streets and public spaces of
Málaga. It also provides information on
accessible restaurants.
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CALLE LARIOS &
PLAZA DE
CONSTITUCIÓN

Going to Malaga and not visiting Calle Larios is like
going to New York and not walking along Fifth
Avenue. The street, which although referred to as
“Larios” by the people of Malaga is actually called
“Marqués de Larios”, named after the Larios family,
and is located in the centre of Malaga (beside
the Port of Malaga). 
 
The Larios family were one of the main drivers of
the Malaga economy in the 19th century. Prior to
which the province of Malaga had a fishing and
agriculture-based economy. The street, in addition to
being one of the most important shopping streets
in Spain, contains very attractive architecture and
was pedestrianised in 2003.

The Plaza de la Constitución
(Constitution Square) has been the hub
of Málaga's life from the time of the
reconquest, when it was known as Four
Street Square (Plaza de las Cuatro
Calles). It was also known as Plaza
Mayor (Main Square) until it was
renamed in 1812 as Plaza de la
Constitución.  
 
This is where it all happens – the
daytime fair celebrations, New Year’s
Eve countdown, the world’s longest
catwalk during Malaga Fashion Week,
etc.. This square is so busy in fact that
it’s difficult to see it empty.
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CATHEDRAL OF
MÁLAGA

The Cathedral of Málaga is the city's most
famous monument, which you can see from
almost every point of the capital. The building
of the Cathedral started in the 16th century, to
transform the ancient Moorish mosque in a
Renaissance-style building, whose remnants
you can still see in the Orange Trees patio. 
 
The works stopped in 1782 due to lack of
money and left the Cathedral with only one
bell tower, giving it the name “La Manquita”
(“The One-Handed”), as the Cathedral is fondly
known among Málaga’s inhabitants.
 
Accessibility info:
The Cathedral is accessible for people with
reduced mobility who can access from the
lateral entrance near the Patio de los Naranjos
in Calle Císter. Free admission for wheelchair
users. 
 
Opening hours:
Monday - Friday 10:00 - 18:00 hours. 
Saturday 10:00 - 17:00 hours. 
Closed on Sundays. 
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Accessibility:
To avoid the long uphill walk, it is
best to take a taxi or bus (line 35
from bus stop Av. Andalucia,
close to Tourist Information
Office).
 
The Castillo Gibralfaro website
states that the castle is
wheelchair friendly but
accessibility is limited inside the
castle. Some of the ramps to
avoid unevenness within the
enclosure are very steep and
some areas within the historic
site are not accessible at all. 
 
The Interpretation Centre has a
step at the entrance of 5 cm. The
floor is made of stone flakes
with relief, it is very irregular for
people with reduced mobility
There is an accessible terrace
bar. You can find an adapted
toilet next to the cafeteria.
 
 
 
 

EL CASTILLO DE
GIBRALFARO 
 

This Castle, built in the 14th.
Century to house troops and
protect the Alcazaba, is today one
of the most visited monuments in
Málaga. From its walls, visitors get
spectacular views of the city and
you can visit the Interpretation
Centre to discover the site's
history. 
 



LA ALCAZABA &
THE ROMAN
THEATRE

This palace and fortress from Moorish times
was built at the beginning of the 11th century
and it was renovated in the 14th century, to be
used as a royal residence and military fortress. 
It is located at the foot of the Gibralfaro
Mountain, where the defensive castle that
bears the same name is located. The Alcazaba
and the castle of Gibralfaro are connected by a
walled path known as “La Coracha”. These
days, the Alcazaba is home to important
archaeological exhibitions. 
 
The outer part of the citadel can be
entered through a gateway called “Puerta de la
Bóveda” (Vault Gate), but you can also access
it by means of an elevator. 
 
Accessibility:
Wheelchair access through a lift. Ask staff for
directions or follow instructions below:
To the right of Teatro Romano you go down
(Paseo Don Juan Temboury), follow the high
wall and turn left (Guillen Sotelo). A little further
you will find the entrance, with a long corridor
that leads to the lift that brings you up directly
into the Alcazaba. 
 
The terrace to the beautiful view of Malaga is
unfortunately not accessible (high step). 
 
Access is almost free as a wheelchair user.
On Sundays free access after 14:00 hours.
 
Opening hours:
Monday - Sunday 09:30 - 20:00 hours 
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MUELLE UNO &
MUELLE DOS

With modern shops, restaurants and bars
bordering one side of the central orange
tree-lined promenade and exclusive yachts
flanking the other, Muelle Uno is not your
average shopping complex. The waterfront
open-air mall offers a contemporary
shopping and dining experience by the sea,
with stunning views of La Alcazaba to
remind you of the city's Moorish past.
 
For those who love markets, the
monthly zoco at Muelle Uno, which takes
place on the second Sunday of every month,
has nearly 100 stalls selling handmade
crafts and jewellery, vintage and children's
clothing, home decorations, organic foods
and locally-produced olive oil and meats.

Muelle Dos links Malaga's old city
centre to its modern urban port area
with its fresh sea breezes. A well-
designed walkway features a futuristic
overhead structure that provides some
shade yet lets light through.
 
There are several attractions nearby,
including the excellent Pompidou
Museum and the Nouria Ferris Wheel,
which both are accessible for
wheelchair users. 
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ACCESSIBLE
MUSEUMS

All large art museums in Malaga –
CAC, Picasso Museum, Pompidou Centre and
the Thyssen Museum – can be accessed by
wheelchair users.
 
PICASSO MUSEUM
The Picasso Museum is located in the
Buenavista Palace, a building representative of
the Renaissance civil architecture of
Andalusia. The permanent exhibition is formed
from a selection of pieces belonging to the
painter’s family. These masterpieces cover
numerous styles, materials and techniques
developed by Picasso.
 
Accessibility:
It has access for people with disabilities
(through St. Augustine Street) who can access
by ramps and elevators to visit both the
permanent collection and temporary
exhibitions. Wheelchair service available. They
have adapted toilets for people with disabilities
The store and the cafeteria are not accessible.
 
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Thursday 10:00 - 20:00 hours
Friday-Saturday 10:00 - 21:00 hours
Sunday: 10:00 - 20:00 hours (free admission
after 18:00 hours).
Closed on Mondays. 
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Showing a selection of 90 works from
the collection of the Centre Georges
Pompidou in Paris, it takes visitors on
a trip through twentieth- and twenty-
first-century art. Artists include Pablo
Picasso, Frida Kahlo, Constantin
Brancusi, Antoni Tàpies and Orlan,
among others.
 
Accessibility:
Wheelchair access through ramps and
lifts and provide adapted toilets. It also
caters for visually impaired
people with ‘Eyes Wide Shut’, a
specially designed guided tour of its
permanent collection of contemporary
art, and free audio guides.
 
Opening hours:
Wednesday-Monday 09:30 - 20:00
hours. 
Closed on Tuesday. 
 
 

CENTRE POMPIDOU 
MÁLAGA
 

The Centre Pompidou in
Málaga is housed in a huge
glass cube in Muelle Uno, next
to the Port of Málaga.
 
It is the second site located
outside the original centre in
Paris and the first outside
France.
 
 
 
 



MUSEUM
THYSSEN & CAC

The Carmen Thyssen Museum Málaga is the
most comprehensive collection of 19th-century
Andalusian painting in Spain. It is located in the
Palacio de Villalón, a 16th-century palatial
building located in the heart of Málaga. The
permanent collection consists of 230 works
that brilliantly summarise 19th-century Spanish
art.
 
Accessibility:
The museum has wheelchair access to all
exhibition halls. An elevator, suitable for
wheelchair users, access the upper floors. They
have wheelchairs and adapted toilets. 
 
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday 10:00 - 20:00 hours
Closed on Mondays
 
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART (CAC)
 
The Contemporary Art Centre of Málaga (CAC)
is a space for reflection and dissemination of
visual arts from the last third of the twentieth
century to the present. This cultural space has
a permanent collection comprising some 400
works, as well as a large number of temporary
exhibitions throughout the year, film festivals,
workshops or conferences. A definite must if
you are in Málaga.
 
Accessibility:
Wheelchair access to the exhibition halls, the
workshop area and the auditorium. They also
provide adapted toilets.
 
Opening hours:
Tuesday-Sunday 10:00-14:00 / 17:00-20:00 hrs
In winter from 10:00-20:00 hrs
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The permanent collection houses instruments from five continents and from all eras, from
primitive instruments made with animal bones to the last pianos of the López and Griffo
factory from the early twentieth century.
 
Likewise, the collection is divided into Primitive Instruments, String Instruments, Wind
Instruments, Percussion Instruments, Electronic Instruments and Recorded Music.
 
The museum isn’t called interactive for nothing. This is a “look and please DO touch”
museum, (big) kids love it!! 
 
Accessibility:
Accessibility plays a key role throughout the building. As well as providing access for people
with reduced mobility, by removing architectural barriers and offering ramps and lifts, the
whole museum is equipped with touch screens and sensory experiences. Although it is
aimed mainly at children, the museum is open to anyone who wants to immerse him or
herself in this little musical universe. Adapted toilets.
 
Opening hours:
Tuesday - Sunday 10:00 - 19:00 hrs
Mondays 10.00 - 16.00 hrs
 
In Summer they open at 10:30 hrs. 
 

MÁLAGA INTERACTIVE MUSIC
MUSEUM (MIM)



ACCESSIBLE BARS &
RESTAURANTS

Generally speaking, restaurants that are new

or have been refurbished are accessible for

wheelchairs. In any case, the great year-round

weather in Malaga means you’ll probably be

sitting outside anyway!

 

Casa Aranda

Casa Aranda is in a narrow alleyway next to

the market and, since 1932, has

been the place in town to enjoy chocolate and

churros (tubular-shaped doughnuts). The cafe

has taken over the whole street, with several

outlets overseen by an army of mainly elderly,

white-shirted waiters who welcome everyone

like an old friend (and most are). 

 

Some of their outlets are accessible and there

are adapted toilets too in a separate area. Ask

the staff where to go. 

 

Address: Calle Herrería del Rey 1

Restaurante El Citrón 

Citron Restaurant is located in the old city

centre between the Picasso Museum and his

birthplace. For more than a decade it has been

offering a lively and informal environment, a

creative and high quality cuisine together with

a modern wine menu.

 

The entrance is accessible by means of a

ramp located in front of the door with an

inclination. They have adapted toilet

coinciding with the ladies cabin and equipped

with technical aids to facilitate transfers. This

Restaurant has only a very small outside

terrace, but plenty of room inside. 

 

Address: Plaza de la Merced 10
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SOME MORE ACCESSIBLE
RESTAURANTS

Restaurante Vegetariano Cañadú

Cañadú is a good option for vegetarian food in

Malaga. The food is healthy and there are lots

of vegetarian options, as well as gluten free

options on the menu. They offer juice salads,

vegan cakes and mostly light meals. There are

plenty of seats inside and outside. 

 

The entrance has a ramp with quite a slope

and is not flush at ground level with the

sidewalk, leaving a very small curb. There is a

toilet adapted for users of wheelchairs

coinciding with that of ladies with a non-slip

floor.

 

Address: Plaza de la Merced 21

 

Restaurante Pampa

It is a restaurant located in the historic centre.

The entrance is a little narrow so when it is full

you have to bother a bit to move with the

wheelchair. Try the authentic flavour of the

Argentinian grill with high quality pieces of

meat accompanied by a great selection of

world-famous Argentinian wines. It has toilets

adapted with bars for help with health

transfers.

 

Address: Calle Sánchez Pastor 10

 

 

Restaurante La Sole del Pimpi

El Pimpi is one of the most famous and

significant establishments in Málaga. Located

in the heart of the city, it gives off an aura of

tradition and manners pleasing residents and

visitors alike. All major figures visiting the

capital of Costa del Sol come to this unique

space that has carved out an important place

in the dining area routes.

 

On the ground floor you will find adapted

toilets (public use) and the main entrance to

the restaurant. The dining room and bar is on

the first floor, which you can access by a lift.

Only opens for lunch (Mon-Fri 12-14 hours,

Sat-Sun 12-15 hours)

 

Address: Jardines de Alcazaba, Calle Zegri

 

Restaurante Tormes

Lovely tapas, great selection of traditional

food, nice coffee and good service. Great

location as well. You can sit inside or outside

on a large patio in the sun. The food is good as

is the people watching. It is right across the

street from the Picasso Museum. They have

adapted toilets. 

 

Address: Calle San Augustin 13
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ACCESSIBLE AND
PUBLIC TOILETS

There aren’t very many accessible toilets in Malaga city centre, although new or refurbished

restaurants are required by law to include disabled access to toilets. Most typical places will

have them (Shopping Centres like El Corte Ingles, Fast-food chains like Burger King and

McDonalds or coffee shops like Starbucks.

 

In the Bars & Restaurants section we have pointed out a good selection of accessible places

with adapted toilets. In Spain, most bars and restaurants offer public use of their toilet. If that

makes you feel awkward, just buy a coffee or a bottle of water. Most museums have accessible

facilities too (Picasso Museum, Centre Pompidou Malaga, CAC, Carmen Thyssen museum,

Music Museum, Museum of Fine Arts & Archeology Museum). 

 

Public toilets on the seafront promenade and halfway on Muelle Uno are also accessible.

 

Here are some other places to go to:

Cathedral of Málaga Calle Molina Lario 9

Tourist Information Office Plaza de la Marina 9

Bershka Marqués de Larios 9

On the ground floor there is a toilet adapted for wheelchair users and a toilet adapted on the 1st

floor with two folding bars next to the toilet.

Zara Calle Liborio García 6

They have toilets on the 3rd floor, and there is one adapted for wheelchair users (you must

request the key to any employee of the plant).

Starbucks Plaza de la Merced 27 & Plaza Felix Sainz 9
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We hope you have enjoyed reading our
Málaga Accessibility Guide. 
 
Do you have feedback or suggestions
for us to improve the guide, please
forward these to Accessible Travel
News.
 
Although we have taken all reasonable
care in preparing this guide, we make no
warranty about the accuracy or
completeness of its content and, to the
maximum extend permitted, disclaim all
liability arising from its use.
 
 
 
 


